
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
HOSPITAL TROLLEY
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THE NEW 
COLORS CHART

The functionality and aesthetics of these carts are enhanced by 
the body and drawer front new range of colours, in the conviction 
that colour means a more healing hospital environment and can 
also be used to distinguish between units or specific functions.

CART BODY

DRAWERS

LIGHT BLU BEIGEWISTERIA GREY

RED YELLOW LIGHT GREEN

LIGHT BLUE VIOLET BROWNDARK BLUE

DARK GREEN

Top quality, top solution.

Aurion offer innovative mobile workplaces for Emergency, 
Anesthesia, Intensive care, OR, ISO-module-logistics, Monodose 
medication, Endoscopy, MRI and more.

 - High-performance material Baydur® (product of Bayer AG), high stability 
and light weight, resistant to chemical agents (DIN 68861/1) and to disin-
fectants, antistatic, fire-retarding (self-extinguishing in case of fire, class I, 
UL94-V0), non-ageing.
 - Trolley’s top have a 4-sided moulded containing rim to avoid any spilling/
falling of materials, easy to clean and to disinfect 
 - Flexible modular construction.
 - Body optional with:

a) drawers,
b) ISO-modules 400x600 mm
c) Aurion Mondose Cassettes (the innovative solution for medicine

logistics and distribution).
 - Assembling of accessories by a system of built-in elements without tools.
 - Non-corroding, non-marking castors, mounted on sealed ball-bearing (2 
each castor). 3 with brake and 1 antistatic.
 - Easy to manoeuvre.
 - Latex-free product.
 - Function follows practical needs. 
 - Ergonomic shape.
 - Attractive design.
 - Outstanding quality by state-of-the-art technology of production.
 - Customizable and upgradeable with over than 50 accessories.

The Aurion trolleys, from over 15 years at the top of the Italian and international  
market, continue to be the landmark, distinguishing itself by the stylish, essential 
and versatile shape, making it increasingly practical, communicative and adaptable.

Thanks to the complete and innovative range of models, to the wide choice of 
accessories and the continuous development, Aurion offers versatile solution, 
adaptable to any hospital dept.
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Compact is simply revolutionary, offers efficient solutions to any 
need.

Compact is designed by the concept of “single-piece”, basic 
body and drawers are moulded on a single-piece of Baydur® 
Polyurethane, that ensure sturdiness and reliability unequaled.

The body occupies less but maximizes available space. Most of 
the common use accessories in the hospital are already included 
on the body and integrated inside at the protective perimeter of 
the rubber bumper, to advantage compactness and safety.
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The standard trolley always includes:

 - 2 clear plastic swinging pockets (for IV bottles/patient files);
 - catheters compartments;
 - used needle bucket/used cotton waste container;
 - life-saving drugs drawer (central lock);
 - ampoule opener;
 - bottle holder;
 - front storage;
 - waste bin with lid;
 - sliding working top surface;
 - drawer for medication basin with stainless steel 18/10 medication basin;
 - 2 utility hooks;
 - oxygen tank holder.

Also available Antimagnetic / MRI

dimensions: mm 830x715x910h

Central locking device available:

 - key;
 - key less with unlocking code;
 - seal lock;
 - seal lock with led.
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Aurion Mini System is the new and simple way to handle your 
medicine logistic and hospital supplies.
Mini System allows you a safe and quick integration of medicine 
logistics and distribution, from pharmacy to patients.

Mini System can be integrated with the Aurion accessories range 
to upgrade the features of the cart.

Mini cart have been designed with the purpose to be simple and 
functional with the usual Aurion quality.
Top, base and sides, made in Baydur® Polyurethane (internal 
sides in ABS), assure lightness, sturdiness and facility of clean.
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Double sided trolley. 
Both sides are accessible at the 
same time. 
It can be fitted with up to 6 Mono-
dose Cassettes (up to 90 patient 
bins) at one time or ISO basket and 
trays and drawers.
Central locking device with key.

dimensions: mm 590x993x880h

Double sided trolley.
Both sides are accessible at the 
same time. 
It can be fitted with up to 12 Mono-
dose Cassettes (up to 180 patient 
bins) at one time, ISO basket and 
trays and drawers.
Central locking device with key.

dimensions: mm 590x993x1550h

Single sided trolley.
It can be fitted with ISO basket and 
trays, patient files holder, also with 
doors and drawers.
Central locking device with key. 

dimensions: mm 993x590x880h
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Specifications, availability & components are subject to change without notice.
Copying or other reproduction of all or part of this catalog, or any copyrightable subject matter without the prior written permission of Gamma Poliure-
tani is prohibited.

Gamma Poliuretani S.r.l.
Via Padova, 9
31046 Oderzo (TV) - Italy

Aurion is a brand of

T +39 0422 207008 F +39 0422 712154
info@gammapoliuretani.com
www.gammapoliuretani.com



Made in Italy

T +39 0422 207008
F +39 0422 712154

info@aurionmedical.com
www.aurionmedical.com


